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Child Surgical Foundation has been working with a zeal

since 36 years. We have innovated conventional healthcare

where a child and his parents had to wait for months to get

the recommended surgical treatment. With the advent of

Sehat Sahulat Card and MTI healthcare is under

continuous transition and lots of  concerns are raised

regarding how the system would mature to start benefitting

the masses. CSF is working in alignment with MTI and SSC

as a flag bearer to share burden of masses insofar that the

mission statement ; No Child awaits surgery descends from

the same thought process. 

The whole concept is to bring welfare in private sector and

endorse quality care in state of the art centers and

accomplished and internationally accredited surgeons in a

nominal expense. 

Having opened the Head-office in G-8, word is spreading

fast and in mere 6 months more than a 1000 patients were

catered in a number of centers in affiliation with Child

Surgical Foundation. 
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Shaking hands with RJS : A
pledge to serve Trans
community

RJS has been at forefront to address the social issues of Trans

community. The medical neglect of Trans community

highlighted the need of a collaborative effort to provide

holistic support to the said community. Since 36 years CSF has

been treating patients with atypical gender by medical, surgical

and hormonal treatments. CSF stepped forward to facilitate

RJS by signing a Memorandum of Understanding where all

medical , surgical, hormonal and Psychological assessment and

treatment of Trans community would be provided in a swift

and comprehensive manner. RJS and CSF go hand in hand

when it comes to Trans health and community recognition. 

CSF sets a new record by
inauguration of Paeds
Operstion Theater

Child Surgical Foundation hs been serving the

masses tirelessly and has succeeded to cater to a

phenomenal influx of patients. The unmatched

number of cases mandated a seperate Neonatal and

Paediatric operation theater. With the kind

acknowledgment by Prof. Nasira Tasneem, Care 

 plus Hospital established a specified Operation

Theater to accomodate patients below the age of 12.

The specialized paediatric equipment along with

paediatric anesthetists renders this facility as top

most in terms of paediatric surgical procedures.  A

seperate Paediatric ward is established as well NICU

covers all the concerns of both surgeon and parents. 
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